Assessment of cell block technique in head and neck pathology diagnoses: A preliminary study.
The head and neck region is a composite site made of multiple tissue components. These tissues when affected by disease or pathology present with an array of changes in the tissue architecture and pattern. It is essential to visualize the cellular details and tissue patterns for accurate diagnosis and treatment planning. Aspiration cytology primarily makes use of the cellular details for diagnosing lesions of the head and neck. Despite the promising results, its use is still limited in certain cases of the head and neck. The reason implicated could be the indiscernible appearance of cells in the absence of tissue integrity. In this regard, cell blocks are known to facilitate the visualization of the cytomorphological as well as the tissue arrangement patterns. Thus, the present study was designed to evaluate the role of cell block cytology in the diagnosis of various lesions of the head and neck. Odontogenic lesions, epithelial carcinomas and connective tissue pathology of the head and neck origin were included in the study (n = 45). Aspiration cytology smears and cell block diagnosis were compared with tissue biopsy diagnosis for determining their sensitivity (%) and diagnostic efficacy. Cell blocks showed distinct preservation of the architectural pattern. In case of fluid-filled lesions, the contents were preserved and correlated with the tissue biopsy results. The results of cell blocks were similar to that of tissue biopsy in majority of the cases (95.56%). We recommend using cell blocks as a part of routine laboratory practice for all head-neck cases.